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he would have no fighting on his ship, and hurled pieces of coal
first at an imaginary crew for'ard and then at supposititious
stewards aft; though all hands were in reality carefully lying
low to keep out of his way.
S.,  meanwhile,   was unfortunately confined to his cabin
having gone down, about the second day out, with a very severe
attack of dysentery;   the epidemic on the island had ne%
reached our camp;   he had presumably contracted it during
the delay in starting.    His position was anything but enviable;
there was no steward, only a cabin-boy, well-meaning, but
languid and very dirty. He could get no food which he could take,
and lay there helpless with the rats eating his clothes; if it had
not been for the kindness of the chief engineer, who looked in
occasionally, it seems doubtful if he would have lived to reach
Chile.   To this pleasing state was now added the apprehension
that the captain, who was wandering about by day and night,
might at any moment attack him for being in the cabin, in antici-
pation of which event S. kept a loaded revolver under his pillow,
At last things got to such a state that the chief engineer came
and asked his advice on the desirability of screwing up the
skipper, Oxford fashion, and passing his food through the port,
Before, however, this step could be taken, the offender had
reached the stage of mental collapse, melted into tears and spent
his time in protracted prayers, beseeching the engineer to put
the accursed stuff overboard.   S. naturally advised taking him
at his word, when it was found that he had been drinking at the
rate of nearly three bottles a day.
All this time the German mate had been obliged, to his great
annoyance, to keep sober for the sake of his own safety, but as
they approached Juan Fernandez there was much anxiety on
' board, for no one was very sure where it was, and they wanted
to see it without hitting it; by good luck it was fortunately
sighted during the hours of daylight. They managed, somehow,
to reach Valparaiso, and S. was at once taken to the same English
hospital to which Mr. Corry had been removed. Here he lay for
weeks, delighted to- be well nursed and comfortable, and when
convalescent, was most hospitably entertained by our friend
Mr. Hope-Simpson, till he was equal to going down to Talcahuano
to see after the yacht.
On February 20th, 1915, Mana, now duly insured, sallied

